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The Plan of (he Prospective Contractors Embodies Practically the
Same Terms as That of D A. Ca infield Contemplates Completion of Irrigation System in Two Years Asks Local
People to Purchase Bonds of New Company
That the proposition of Jarae3 R.
Thorpe and Harold W. Moore, Denver
capitalists, for the completion of the
Camfield Irrigation system on the Las
Vegas grant would require consider-abe- l
more consideration on the part
of theN members of the board of trustees of the grant was the statement
made this morning at an adjourned
session of that hodv. The board had
already spent several days considerNot wishing to
ing the proposition.
.

take hasty action and not desiring to
detain Mr. Thorpe and Mr, Moore any
longer the board decided that it would
pfepare a proposition to be presented
to those gentlemen upon the occasion
of the next regular meeting of the
board, Monday, September 2.
That the proposition of the board
may Include the proposition of Messrs
Thorpe and Moore In Its entirety;
that It may be a rejection of that
that It may be that proposition In a modified and changed form
and that It may be an entirely new
proposition, was the statement of one'
of the trustees today.
Messrs. Thorpe and Moore stated
this morning that they would be glad
to entertain any offer that the grant
board might make to them. They Btat-ein effect, that, they would be willing to assume the contract; at practically any terms that the trustees
might nominate.
Adjournment wa staken until Monday September 2, the date for the
next regular meeting, when Messrs.
Thorpei and Moore and D. A. Camfield
will be present. At that time it Is
prtposed to confer with Mr. Camfield
who is president of the Camfield Development company, and, if possible,
reach some agreement which will permit of the withdrawal of the legal
proceedings instituted against him by
the grant board several weeks ago
for the collection of his bond, alleged
to have been forfeited.
If a settlement la reached with Mr.
Camfield It is likely that a contract
will be awerded to Messrs. Thoipe
end Moore for the completion of the
.
irrigation system.
of
brief
the
a
Is
synopsis
Following
and
proposition of Messrs Thorpe
Moore, which is underconsideratlon by
the trustees of the grant:
Messrs. Thorpe and ' Moore will
cause to be Incorporated ft company,
to be called The New ccmpany, to
which shall be conveyed all the land
end water rights heretofore conveyed to the Camfield Deveolprnent com-- I
any or which are to be conveyed to
that company under the terms of the
the
contract now existing between
The
trustees and that corporation.
New company will enter Into a contract to complete the irrigation system with such modifications as may
determined upon.
Daniel A. Camfield and the Cam-felshall ba
Development compan
.
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released from all liability for default
in the carrying out of the terms of
their contract, ,
Thorpe and Moore shall rause the
new corporation to Issue bonds to an
amount sufficient to build the irrigation system, including
settlement
with the Camfield company for the
part already completed, which bonds
shall be secured by a mortgage upon
the lands and water rights to be conveyed to the New company and all
other property hereafter acquired by
that corporation, including the Irrigation system when complete, and for
further security, shall assign all contracts for the sale or use or water
from the irrigation system.
Thorpe and Moore will cause the
New company to enter into a contract with some person or corpora
tion for the completion of the irrigation system, using the proceeds derived from the sale of the bonds to pay
for the work. '
Thorpe and Moore will use best endeavors to secure the sale of the
h
of the
bonds as follows:
bonds to be1 purchased by the Agua
of the
Pura company;
bonds to be purchased by the Federal
Light and Traction company, of New
h
of the bonds to be
York:
board of trustees
the
by
purchased
ot the Town of Las Vegas; and
of the bonds to be purchased
by Thorpe and Moore.
The contract shall provide, substantially, the same termi as thnt held
comby the Camfield Development
Irriga-t'oan
of
kind
the
pany regarding
system to be bujlt.
The water shall be afoprlated to
the irrigation of the lands heretofore
deeded to the Camf'cM Development
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marked, "that there Is only one livand as we are not
OF ing
I
interested in dead
iLI
a t i
wish to substitute "Mr. Theodore
terday, injuring several persons and
Roosevelt or .colonel I believe his
causing a loss of many thousands of
title is,"
dollars. The water of the lake was
This amendment was Incorporated.
thrown nearly 100 feet in tbe air by
Senator Heyburn objected to the
the wind la places. Without warning
"vituperative attack" on. the republithe wind came out of the northwest,
can party and its member? in the
through the inlet of the iake, accomsenate debate day before yesterday
cloud, SENATE DETERMINED TO LEARN and declared that the senate was "not DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA CO
panied by a funnel-shapewhich brought a deluge. Many perALL ABOUT CAMPAIGN
- TEEMAN
concerned in the matter of what any
NOTIJ- IE.D f
!
sons were swept off their feet and
one contributed for the legitimate. ex,- CONTRIBUTIONS.
PLOT
per cent of such estimate BbM be stunned by the storm. Barns tell,
penses of a campaign." He likewise
paid to the contractor, the remaining trees were uprooted and' hundreds of
objected to the attacks on Colonel
ten .per cent being withheld until the acres of grain were Bwopt down.
Roosevelt
if
HAS f.!A.'
L...
payment of the final estimate.
"I can not see," he Bald, "ho it
NEW HOG DISEASE.
now
Is
he
can be said that because
THERE IS TALK, HOWEVER, THAT
THINK
Conception! Junction, Mo., Aug. 24,
a candidate for the presidency WASHINGTONIANS
again
DENIES WESTMINSTER
ROBBERY
HE WILL BE ASKED TO
A disease.'that has baffled the local
VIEWS ARE HOSTILE TO
this trib
before
to
is
begin
it
proper
24. Willis
Kan.,
Topeka,
Aug.
veterinarians has invaded this localTESTIFY.
unal an effort to assassinate his
CITY'S INTERESTS
Lounsberry, the1 Union Pacific train
ity and has. resulted In the death of
character."
robber, today denied positively
any hundreds of 'hogs. The symptoms of
Senator Heyburn said that the pro
connection with the New Westminsinfection are noticed first in tne head AKCSEOLD STARTS SOMETIIINO per) time for such an attack was at DECLARES EE WILL i.JI
ter B. C, bank robbery. United
The head of the porker swells to
the time when Roosevelt was presi
States Marshal Harrison, who talked
twice its natural size and the ears TESTIMONY OF STANDARD OIL dent when he was subject to charges
WILL DO NOTHING UNLESS
this matter over with him, Is conAT
in some instances, to two or three
of "malfeasance and disreputaibie con
MAN HAS CAUSED RENEWvinced that Lounsberry had nothing to
TEMPT
IS
MADE
TO
AS3AS.
times their normal size. Only very
duct in office."
do with It. Harrison says that Louns-berrED INTEREST.
SINATE HIM
fat and young hogs are subject to ,the
Senator Heyburn's speech began to
admitted the Southern
and
which results in death in
filibus
a
of
disease,
the
assume
proportions
Union Pacific robberies In too clear
from nine to ten days after infection
Washington, Aug. 24 The proposal ter aga'nst the resolution, when Sen
and fearless fashion to hold back the
Washington, Aug. 24. An alleged!
to summon Colonel Roosevelt to tes- ator Sutherland suggested that as the
scheme to kill Representative JohnNew Westminster affair. Besides,
before
comEASY.
the
TAKES
IT
senate
TAFT
tify
special
senate was merely awaiting a single son of Kentucky, chairman of Vio
Louttsherry worked alone in his rob
Washington, Aug. 24. President mittee on campaign contributions appropriation bill for final adjourn- house committee on the District
beries while the New Westminster afcf
Taft has made plans to leave Wash- was not considered by the committee ment, recess be taken unti 4 o'clock.!
Columbia, so as to head off certain
fair, it was pointed out, was handled
ington for Beverly within an hour af today. The committee, however, it Senator Heyburn objected and con
proposed legislation, has been disby a gang.
ter the senate adojurns. He will take was given out, will look particularly tinued his speech, announcing that un closed
to Mr. Johnson and a sworn
the next train after the session ad- into the
less he concluded he would yield the statement has put the
Kentucky r.:aa
BIG FOREST FIRE
journs and with the exception of fill- controversy over Standard Oil contri floor to nothing but the conference and his friends on
guard.
Pasadena, Calif., Aug. 24. The for- ing a few engagements, expects to butions to the 1904 republican war report on the general deficiency bill
"1 know all about it," said Mr. Johnest Are which started yesterday af- stay at the summer capital until elec chest.
son
today, "bnt I'd rather not say
ternoon In Devil Canyon,
30 miles tion time.
Plans to transfer the hearings to
He will hear the returns
Archbold Leaves for Europe
what
interests fere back of the plot '
from Sierra Madre, and which later probably in the White House and af- New York were abandoned and dates
New York, Aug. 24. "I am not
affidavit of a Washington man,
The
last night had spread through an area ter that he hopes to have a three of future hearings were left for deci liar, I am not accustomed to being
a conversation he heard on
detailing
of more than 1,200 acres, is creeping weeks' vacation at Hot Springs, Va.
sion until the senate acts on the Pen so accused and will not endure it
a street car, in which one of those
northward
and
rose resolution directing investiga- lightly."
steadily
spreading
talking said ha had been following
with great rapidity. According to au
tion of the Standard Oil contribution
COLLIER JUPITER LAUNCHED.
John D. Archbold of the Standard Mr. Johnson three nights to kill him,
thentio reports from the vicinity of
San Francisco, Cal.,' Aug. 24. The and the Reed amendment
direct- Oil company made this brief stats
the fire, the area now covered by the United States naval collier Jupiter, ing investigating of the 1912 contribu- ment before sailing for Europe today is locked np today in the otneo ot
Speaker Clark.
fire Is about 2,500 acres. The fire is the largest vessel ever built on the tion, The senate was expected to ait
in reply to Colonel Theodore Roose
"The story is true," said Mr. John
said to have etarted from a camj Pacific coast, was launched today at today on the measures.
velt's charges that he told untruths son.
fire left by hunters.
the Mare Island navy yard. The JupA majority of the committee h Eaiil while on the stand while at Wash
"Who were the parties?" he was ask
iter is 524 feet long and will have a to be in favor of resuming the inquiry ington..
ed.
displacement of 20,000 tons. The ves- late in September instead of proceed"What do you mean when you say
"I do not care to say."
sel was christened by Mrs. Thomas ing at once. v
will not endure it lightly?". Mr
you
"What do you purpose to do?" ,
WILL NOT
F. Ttuhm.'wife.of Commander Thomas
Spurred by .tlm ..testimony, of John Archbold was asked.
"Nothing unless there is an attempt
dD.
naval
who
Standhas
F. Ruhm,
constructor,
Archbold, alleging that the
Mr. Archbold waved his hand
to execute the threat I hare all the
had charee of the building of t)he ard Oil company contributed $100, precatingly, then walked down the
facts but I do not want to go Into
STUMP THE LAND ship. ' j,000 to the republican national com
pier and boarded the White Star liner details."
mittee in 1904 with the knowledge Majestic. He will remain in Europe
Mr. Johnson has been aggressive in
and consent of Colonel Roosevelt, for several weeks. To the reporters
INQUEST IN SESSION
his
advocacy of legislation affecting
DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE SAYS
Wagon Mound, Aug. 24. The cor the senate committee investigating he said: "Take good care of the the District of Columbia. He U said
THAT SPEECHES BORE
oner's inquest, to determine the cause campaign funds met early tvJay to country, boys."
to have incurred the enmity of many
THE PEOPLE.
of the death of Frank S. Ortega, who lay plans- for pursuing its investiga"
people who Interprets his view! as
!"'--was shot here yesterday, after hold- - tion,
Roosevelt Says Nothing
:ra;i
hostile to the Interests of the city.
24.
idea
the
With
Seagirt,
Senator Luke Lea, a democratic
Aug.
ling two sessions without arriving at
Oyster Bay. N. Y., Aug.
that the country is tired of stumping a decision, met in adjourned ses- member of the committee hurrying Roosevelt had nothing to add today
LAST RESPECTS PAID
tours Governor Wilson announced to- sion here this afternoon. Up to late back from the west, arrived early to to his statement of last night in which
London, Aug. 24. No fewer than
day that his present plans call for this afternoon no decision had been day and went into executive session he said he did not believe John D.
very few campaign speeches. Of 200 reached. District Attorney C. W. G. with his colleagues to frame
Archbold's testimony before the in 24,000 workmen filed past the bier
letters received fromy persons not Ward of Las Vegas, accompanied by of action. It was expected the com- vestigating committee was true and of the late General William Booth bepoliticians, 175 suggested that the Sheriff Sanchez,
of Mora, arrived mittee would decide upon the dates in which he charged Mr. Archbold tween 5:30 and 9 o'clock this mornconduct
"a
dignified
governor
from Mora this' morning to investigate of further hearings, the places at with a "wicked assault on a dead ing. The scene was an intensely imwhich they should be held and what man," In connection with Mr. Arch- pressive one as the men marched
campaign."
the shooting.
"From my general correspondence,"
witnesses may be called.
bold's testimony concerning on al- bareheaded through Congress hall. A
said Governor Wilson, "I find that a
It is practically decided that George leged conversation with the late Cor long line of men was waiting some
W. Perkins will testify Tuesday, but nelius N. Bliss. Nor would Colonel time before the opening of the doors
IN
great majority of the people believe MARTIAL
that 1 ought not to make any great
whether he will come to Washington Roosevelt discuss the possibility of of the hall where the body was lylnjr
In state. A heavy cold rain was un
number of speeches. The. country is
or whether the committee will go to this testifying before the senate
heeded by the mourners.
FORCE
COItlNTO New York where it would be conventired of stumping tours. The arguments on the other side come from
ient to hear others whose names were
men active in politics-- They 'are hormentioned in Mr. Archbold's sensaSPECTACULAR, SUICIDE
rified that the usual program will not REPORTS FROM AMERICAN MIN- tional testimony, probably will be deSan Bernardino, Cal., Aug. 24.
ACCUSED
IS
PREACHER
ISTERS DECLARE SITUAbe followed in this campaign.
termined today. Some of the senators
from
Snatching scissors
TION IS GRAVE.
want to recaU George1 B. Cortelyou,
the hands of the surgeon in attend"My private judgment is that exOF LIBEL BY BUTCHER ance, Joseph Ulrichs stabbed himself
chairman of the republican national
tended stumping tours are not the
Au
24. DetachWashington,
most effective method' cf conducting
to death today on the operating table
committee of 1904. He told the sena campaign. I may make a consider- ments of bluejackets from the gun- ate committee recently that neither
at the Emergency hospital. He had
able number of speeches, but as for boat Annapolis and the collier Justin ,the Standard Oil company nor any STATEMENTS REGARDING MAN'S been placed on. the table that
the city at night; ah armed one associated with it contributed to
WIFE SAID TO HAVE CAUS- wounds made early in the day
going about the country and can- patrolling
made
of
ED TROUBLE
up
volunteers,
largely
guard
no
Mr.
such
fund
that
the
iTiave
year.
republican
might be dressed. Brooding over the
vassing the country,
of the foreign element, acting as po- Archbold
murder of one friend of which anintention."
yesterday declared the
lice during tbe day and all the
comto
Standard Oil company's contribution Log Angeles, Cal., Aug. 24. Charg- other friend was convicted is believed
Governor Wilson declined
D. to
women and children in the port was
have unbalanced his mind.
ment on the
fully known to both Mr, Cortel- Pri with criminal libel, Rev. P,
veson
who
American
naval
the
minister
Methodist
a
sleeping
you and Colonel Roosevelt The pos- Gardner,
controversy, but It is prob,
able he will have something to say sels describe the situation in Corin-to- sibilities of calling Colonel Roosevelt said he left his charge in Arizona to
SIGNS FOOD BILL.
to
the
last
from
.
report
avoid bloodshed Is in the county jail
according
on the subject in future speeches.
still are hazy.
Aug. 24. Presidert
Washington,
''
American Consul Johnson.
Gardner was
I
When the resolution by Senator awaiting extradition.
Taft has signed the bill to extend
iswarant
a
The report was dated August . 22. Penrose
on
directing an invesitgation arrested in Pomona
the pure food law to control the misTelegraphic and rail communication of the charges regarding the republi- sued at the request of L. G. Boshear,
'
of nostrums.
branding
LET BANKS HANDLE
minthe
between the port and Managua has can
where
campaign fund of 1904, and the a butcher of Safford,
was pastor of a
been severed nearly a week by the
primaries of the presidential campaign ister until recently
FUNDS rebels, who are believed to be in pos- of this year was called up in the sen- church. .
TB
that the SPEAKER
session of stations on tbe line of the ate
Mr. Gardner declared
today. Senator Poindexter promawith
railroad. The last message from
was
libel
preferred
of
A
debate
broaden
charge
its scope.
posed to
was followed.
Weitzel
DEMOCRATIC CHAIRMAN HAS A, American Minister
licious intent after he had heeded
VISIT NEW OEXSCO
PLAN TO AVOID SCANbrought down from the capital to the
the advice of friends to leave Safford
resolution
When Senator Penrose's
coast by Commander Terhune of the
bloodshed."
DALS.
wa8 brought up In the senate Senator "to avoid
Annapolis, who had gone up to Man- Polndextet proposed that the subjects
"Leaving was a mistake," said the MISSOURIAN EXPECTED TO WORK.
T should have stayed at
Washington,
Aug. 24. The pro- agua to confer with Minister Weitzel. to be investigated be extended to in- minister.
FOR WILSON IN THIS
The gunboats Denver is due at
posed plan of Acting Chairman
The
Safford.
charge concerns allegbetween
STATE. ,
clude "all correspondence
of the democratic! national comtoday or tomorrow. She prob- John D." Archbold and members of ed statements concerning Boshear'B
mittee to have banks receive and ably will be sent immedaltely to San the senate and of the house of repre- wife., I am preaperd to back up any
24. Speaker
Washington,
Aug.
transmit contributions for democrats, Juan del Sur and maintained there sentatives" since 1900. This amend- thing I sad.1'
Clark will start on a speaking trip
republicans and progressives, ig not for a while to keep up communication ment was adopted.
for Governor Wilson next week ttiat
Illegal so far as the national banks by wireless with the Annapolis and
will begin at Rockland, Maine, AugTO HELP FARMERS.
Senator Penrose proposed that the
are concerned, provided the banks in- Justin at .Corinto. As soon as the name of George W. Perkins be IncludWashington, Aug. 21. The house ust 29 and may develop Into a tour
cur no extra expense and undertake .Denver's marines are landed in Co ed with that of Archbold and that the has passed the Lever bill to provide of the continent He probably will
the work voluntarily.
rinto, probably tihey will he sent in- term
of the United for federal appropriations to state ag- speak in Missouri and New Mexico
and maintain tele- States" be Included with the mem- ricultural colleges for extcU3ion of after
The opinion is given to Secretary land to
leaving New England and then
MacVeagh by F. A. Reeve, acting graphic and rail communication with bers of congress.
farm demonstration , work. The biU proceed to the Pacific eoast. The
solicitor of the treasury department the capital.
"It is suggestea, however," he re has not passed the senate.
plans are not complete. '
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ICompletion of Camficld Project
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TORNADO IN PENNSYLVANIA.
Erie, Penn., Aug. 24. A tornado of
100 miles an hour velocity broke over
Canneaut lake, near here, late yes
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The grant board shall attempt to secure an entry of final decree In certain water right cases (hat have been
decided in its 'avor by the 'urts.
New company shall havTtha r'ght
to enlarge and extend the reservoirs
arid 'ditches' t'n'ttie irrigation system
rnd to se'l the land or 'watertight or
sell water to lands lying in territory
outside of the present Omfleld irri?-tiodistrict.
Grant board shall attempt to have a
law passed by the 'legislature making
it lawful for the board to Invest in
such- securities as the irrigation bonds
to be issued by Thorpe and Moore.
That this proposition may be withdrawn should the Agua Pura company
or the Federal Light and Traction
company refuse to purchase bonds.
Time for completion of the system
shall be two years from the date of
contract with the New company. That
the contract shall have the approval
of the engiener of the board of trustees of the grant and the engineer of
the New company, and no payment
shall be- - made except upon the joint
estimate of said engineers, when DO
n
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SCARCITY OF WITNESSES
New York, Aug. 24. There were no
new developments in the Rosenthal
murder case today. The officers are
still searching for "Lefty Louie"
R. M. Rohrer left this afternoon the west.
on a short business trip to Watroua.
Scores of gamblers and keepers of
Dr. J. M. Cunningham left this af- disorderly
houses have suddenly
ternoon on a short business trip to found themselves suffering fro.n "ill
Springer.
health' and subpoena servers attach
Arthur C, Gore and C. M. Carr ot ed to District Attorney Whitman's of
Albuquerque came In last night from fice said ;today that it will he
how many persons of the un
the Duke City.
. .
,
r
ll'.'IV,,
tt
n iiuttui u.
son, derworld had found It necessary to
niiyuim ana
Osborne Haydon, left this afternoon leave the city at this time.
for Shoemaker.
Erriery.R. Buckner, counsel of the
Professor J, C. Baker returned this aldermanic investigating
committee
afternoon from a two weeks' visit to into 'police corruption, today, made it
Tils former home In Ridgway, la.
clear thano person would be permit
Secretary of State Anionic- - Lnoero ted to testify before the committee
is a visitor In Las Vegas, having ar- who ought to be arraigned on a crim
rived from Santa Fe last night
inal charge. Mr. Buckner said it
Carl Chrlstofforson came in this af- would not be possible for a witness to
ternoon from the mica mine of the get testiony into the record that will
Topeka Mica Mining company, near give him Immunity from a criminal

PERSONALS

I

w
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JOHNSON 13 CAMPAIGNING
San Francisco, Calif., Aug. 24.- Governor Hiram W. Johnson, candidate for vice president on the prog
ressive ticket, arrived here today from
Sacramento to open his campaign.
While Theodore Roosevelt is speaking In the west, Johnson will speak
In the east,
HJ first speech today was ata lun
cheon given in his honor here by the
Roosevelt republican campaign com
mittee. Tonight he was scheduled to
speak in Oakland and next Monday
in Los Angeles ihis last speech before leaving the state for a month's
spea'ting tour In the; east,

FIGHT IN CLOVIS
Clovis, N. M.f Aug. 24. The sole
topic of conversation on the streets
here is the approaching Tarver-Bev- erly bout on the 29th. Automobile
loads of fight fans are dally coming
from the Beverly camp at Texico to
see Tarver, the big boy from Anson,
work out. Today about 20 or Clovis1
leading sporting men attended tha
workout at the Texico training camp,
on their return to this city report
that Beverly, the "fighting fireman"
from Dallas, is working very fast and
is now within two pounds' of correct
ly

balancing the

Tarvefs

scales.

A

&

shirts and other full' dress accessor
ies has suddenly increased within the
&
last week and the dressmakera' shops
Mesdames Jones and Lord
of the city are piled high with creaEntertain foe Their Slater.
tions of silks and laces, which, acThe largest and one of the prettiest cording to orders, Just must be' fin
affairs of the summer was given ished .by Tuesday.
The topic of
Tuesday afternoon when Mrs. A. A greatest interest among' the young
Jones and Mrs. F. R. Lord were host ladles is "Have you a date for Wed

esses at a
euchre party
at the Jones home on Fifth
street complimentary to their sister,
Mrs. J. P. Gordon of Jefferson City
Mo. The Jones residence was tastily
decorated in a profusion of sweet
peas and other flowers and with the
many handsomely dressed women the
rooms presented a beautiful appearance. Miss Helen Cunningham won
the first prize and Mrs. W. Rosen
thal the second prize. Mrs. H. W.
Goelitz was awarded the prize for
Mrs. Gordon
the highest bidding.
was presented with a gu,est prize.
Those who enjoyed the hospitality
of Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Lord were:
Mrs. Simon
Bacharach, , Mrs. Ike
d

given

camp in this city in dally visited by sev
eral hundred people, and during the
CAPTURE OF WASHINGTON.
past ten days he has made large num
Washington, D.
Aug. 24. Aug bers of enthusiastic admirers and supust 24 is a miemorable date In the porters. Many email bets are now
history of Washington, for it was being made at even money, and indi
just 98 years ago today that the Brit- - cations are that the tilg lads will en
i army in command of General ter the ring with these prices prevail
Ross took possession of the national
ing. Letters, telegrams and seat recapitaf and applied the torch to the servations now being received by the
Ribera.
charge
Filadelfo Baca, assistant state suDistrict Attorney Whitman has re- congressional library and a number Coyote club from all parts of north
of
and west Texas and New Mexico inperintendent
public instruction, celved from Police ... Commissioner of other public buildings.
Waldo a list containing the addresses
came in last night from Santa Fe.
dicate that Clovis will .be strictly on
Miss Ruth Tompkins, of AlbuIher- - and names of supposed proprietors of
the map on the 29th. A special train
Mildred
HIMSELF
Browne,
nufi arrived lash nltrhfc frnvn ttio ThiVai alleged gambling and disorderly hous- - CONSIDERS
is now being constructed on Main Bacharach, Miss
C.
Mrs. George
P.
Mrs.
PoTrumbull,
withies
busiand owners of the property.
City for a short visit here
street, almost in the heart of the
S. Clark, Mrs. F. H.
t
lice Commissioner Waldo intimated
frlends. A FORTUNATE HAN ness district, that will comfortably Fleming, Mrs. J.
B.
S.
Mrs.
Davis, Jr., Mrs. S.
Crail,
owners
seat over 2,000 people, and seats are
John R, Gass, Presbyterian synod-le- that the names of many of the
B.
Davis
of
Conn., Mrs.
Middletown,
of
and
promin
were
sold
now
in
socially
financially
rapidly. Tuesday
being
missionary, with headquarters
'
"'''
,
BLOWN
BY
EXPLODING next week will witness the selection M. Greenherger, Mrs. E. W. Hart,
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The investigation of Major Ray s happy today at the thought that he ROMERO TEAM BIRNGS FAST AG Comfort, Mrs. Perry Earlckson, Mrs.
Thomas Johnson, of J. C. Johnsen
Arthur Ilfeld, Mrs. L. C. Ilfeld, Mrs.
GREGATION TO LAS VEGAS
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Elks Will Appear
In "Glad" Garments.
The sale of plug hats, hard boiled

nesday night?" A glance at the cal
endar discloses the fact "that Tues
day and Wednesday of next week fail
on August 27 and 28, which accounts
In the haberdasherfor the big,
ies and dressmaking places of the
city and the anxiety of the young so
ciety belles over dates for Wednes
day night, for on those dates
occure the dedication exercises of
the new club house dtLas Vegas
to-d- o

Elks'. J

o:

Lodge1 No. 408 B. P.

The public reception Will
Tuesday afternoon from' 3 to 5
o'clock. Tuesday evening" will occur
the regular meeting of the' 'lodge,'
which will be followed by the dedication of the building and a blg's'tnoker.
Wednesday evening is the occasion or
the grand ball and reception to Elks
All arrangements
and their ladies.
for these affairs have been completed
and they promise to be' the grandest
in the history of Elkdom in Las Vegas, and in fact in the history of the
"

'

Meadow City.

The guests at the exercises Tues
day night and at the ball Wednesday
evening will not be confined to Las
Vegans, as a large number of visiting
Elks, from lodges in New Mexico and
Colorado, are planning to come to
Las Vegas for the event
-

'

'
Five Hundred Party
With Miss Tooker as Hostess.
Miss Sadie Tooker was hostess to a
number of friends Wednesday afternoon at a five hundred party, given
at the home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. J. L. Tooker, on Columbia avenue. Miss Edna Winternltz carried
off the honors of the afternoon and
Miss Jessie Evans and Miss Marie
Clements were awarded consolation
Miss Tooker"s guests were:
prizes.
Miss Regina Stern, Miss Frances Myers, Miss Carolyn Greenberger, Miss
Phebe Hart, Miss Ruth' Winters, Miss
Madeljne Mills, Miss Rose Powers,
Miss ' Lucy
Miss Marie
Clements,
Miss
Miss
Clara
Robbins,
Clernents,
Edith Schooney,, Miss Mary Grau- harth, Miss DeSaix Evans, Miss Jessie Evans, Miss Louise Wells,' Miss
Edna Winternltz, Miss Alice Coors,
Miss Chella VanPetten, Miss Jean- nette Spless, Miss Marie Manh, Miss
Marie Voorhees ot Dallas, Tex., Miss
'
Helen Winter and Miss Cpnseulo
Bergere of Santa , Fe, Miss Edith
Wiel of Ocate and Miss .Aileen Arm
,
strong of Chicago.
'

'.

'.
,

4 4 4

s,

f.

Santa Fe Girls
Are GuesU of Honor.
Miss Consuelo Bergere and Miss
Ruth Winter of Santa Fe, who are visand
iting at the home o
Mrs. W. J. Mills, were guests of honor at an affair given Monday evening
by Miss Madeline Mills. Panic and
five hundred were played during the
evening;, Sam Greenberger winning
the prize in the former contest and
Morton Stern winning first honors in
the latter game. Miss Mills' guests
were Miss Phebe Hart, Miss Ruth
Winters, Miss Alice Coors, Miss Reglna Stern, Miss Edna Winternltz,
Miss Frances Myers, Miss
Mabel
Laird, Miss Marie Voorhees, Miss ;ia-ri- e
Mann, Miss Carrie Greenberger,
Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss Sadie
Tooker, Miss Aileen Rosenthal, John
Webb, William Koogler, Nelson Robbins, Frank Winters, Sam Greenber'
ger, Morton Stern, Walter Randolph,'
Frank Ettinger, Clare Koogler," Hf
"
Stern, Leonard Hoskins and" :llerber
""O
Geh'ring:
'

1J91 as

Marie Mann

Entertains at Bridge
Miss Marie Mann was hostess at a
five hundred party Thursday evening,
at the home of her mother, Mrs. C. H.
Bally, on Seventh street, given com
plimentary to Miss Marie Voorhees
of Dallas, Tex., who was her guest
In the city. Claro Koogler carried
off first honors of tha evening and
Miss Regina Stern won the second
prize. Miss Ruth Winters won tho
consolation prize. The guests were
Miss Ruth Winters, Miss Phebe Hart
Miss Madeline Mills, Miss Helen Winter of Santa Fe, Miss Consuelo Bergere of Santa Fe, Miss Regina Stern,
Miss Chella Van Petten, Miss Elizabeth.
Coors, Miss Alice Coors, Will Koogler, Nelson Robbins, Frank Winters,
Jay Stern, Morton Stern, Harry Lo
renzen, Clare Koogler, Sam Greenberger, Frank Ettinger, Walter Randolph,
John Mimms, and Herbert Gehring.
V V
Five Hundred
Party at Robbins Home
Miss Clara Robbins entertained Frl- ,

-

day afternoon at the home ot her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Robbins,
716 Seventh street Miss Chella Van
Petten won the first prize at five hundred, which was played during the
afternoon, and Miss Jeanette Spless
was awarded the consolation prize.
The guests were Miss Edith Schoeny,
Miss DeSaix Evans, Miss Jessie Evans, Miss Mary Graubarth, Miss Rose
Powers, Miss Jeanette Spless, Miss
Mtes Mary Lowry,
Louise Wells,
Miss Edith Tooker, Miss Haz&l WO,
Miss Elizabeth
- J
Rosenthal and MJas Mabel Lr.ird.

C'"?

Mrs. J. Stern and Mrs. Dan Stern
have issued Invitations for a dance
to be given Tuesday night in the O.
R. C. 'hall in honor of Miss Regina
Stern and Miss Edna Winternltz,

Mrs. Davis is
Hostess at Bridge.
f
,.
Mrs. Stephen B.. Pa vis Jr., enter
tained at bridge this afternoon in honor of Mrs. S. B, Davis ot Middletown.
Conn., who Is a guest at the Davis
Columbia avenue. ; Mrs.
home" 6tt
Davis has issued invitations or a second ,affair to be given Tuesday-afternoo-

All arrangements for the early fall
dance of the Las Vegas Lodge ot the
Loyal Order of Moose, which will
be given on September 11 In the Armory hall have been completed and
tickets for the affair will be placed
on sale early nex week,

Mrs. Clarence Iden and Mrs. George
Fleming have Issued invitations for a
card party to tie given at the Iden
home on Seventh street on August 31.

A large number of the members cf
Las Vegas
of the
lodge
B'Nal
B'Rith and their frlenda
enjoyed a dance Thursday evening In
the Fraternal Brotherhood hall.
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$40.30
CHICAGO,

$13.70

ST. PAUL, HINN. $40.30

ILL $45.30

Also rates to. many other points in East, North East, West
and North West including- points in Old Mexico and points in
British Columbia.
;

Tickets on saje daily June 1st., to Sept. 30th., are first class
and good for stop over in either direction.- - Final return limit
October 31st., 1912.
Also tickets good for return within 60j days' from date on
sale to many points in East.
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LAS VEGAS GARAGE
M BIEHL, Pfopietor

Grand Ave
Phone Main 447
416

Battery Charging Station
Automabiles for Hire

A. II. Lorcnzca
Carriage Manufacturer,
General Blacksmithing,
Carriage Painting

SEEK

More Than Four Hundred Forma of
the Device Are Recognized In
That Science.

It la Generally Believed That the
mous Weapon Is Now In a Lon-

In early pagan days the cross was
a symbol of shame and ignominy, and
or misshapen
only those deformed
trees that could he used for no other
purpose were formed into crosses.
But since the cross has become dear
to Christians, says the "Ave Maria,"
the most precious woods and metals
To the third
have been formed into
century may be traced the custom' of
In
making the Sign of the Cross.
the days of Constantino,' Christians
painted crosses on the entrances of
their houses as a symbol of
faith.
The impetus- to the UBe of the crosa
In heraldry was given by the Crusaders, who wore a red cross upon their
right shoulder as a token of the obligation they had taken upon themselves. Its form and meanings in heraldic designs are many. In fact, over
four hundred and seven different
forms have been recorded by students
00 biography and genealogy.
In heraldry the cross is formed by
two perpendicular and two horizontal
lines crossing in the center of the
shield. This form is modified in various ways by additions and combinations, thus expressing many meanings.
It has been said that human intelligence has never devised a system so
infinite in Its varieties and so endless
in Its application as Is to be found in
the science of heraldry, in which fig.

The famous, sword of Suleiman,
which disappeared from the Turkish
treasury In the reign of Sultan Abdul
Eamld, is believed to have been sold
to some dealer In antiques in London
or Paris. Tahir Pasha, to whom the
sword was given by Abdul Just before
the latter was deposed, has told the
Constantinople police that it was
burled in a subterranean passage in
the Yildls Kiosk, but he has forgotten
the exact place.
Tahir was a favorite of Abdul, and
the story Is that Tahir received the
sword from Abdul, although it belonged to the state, as a reward for
espionage. When the constitutional
government supplanted Abdul Hamld
a fruitless search for the sword was
made. Recently the war minister received an anonymous letter saying
that the eword was in Tahir Pasha'a
possession. This led to a search of
Tahir's house. Following Tahlr's statement that the sword is burled in the
Yildiz Kiosk excavations
are being
made in that palace. The police doubt
Tahir's atory.
The sword of Suleiman the Magnifi
cent was one of the most valuable
relics In the possession of the Turkish
government.' Following a little habit
he had, Abdul Hamid added It to the
collection of priceless works of art
and Jewelry in the "golden cage" of
the Ylldls Kiosk.
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The

pleared to learn that there is at least
one dread disease that science has
been able to cure in all Its stages, and
that Is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure
la the only positive cure now known
to the medical fraternity. Catarrh being a constitutional disease, requires a
constitutional treatment Hall's Catarrh Cure Is taken Internally, acting
directly upon the blood and mucous
eurfaees of the system, thereby destroying the foundation of the disease,
end giving the patient strength by
building up the constitution and assist
Ins nature in doing Its work. The pro
prietors have so much faith In Its curative powers that they offer One Hun
dred Dollars for any case that It falls
to cure. Send for list of testimonials,
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., To
ledo, Ohio.
Sold by all drugsts, 75a.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
'
patlon.
One of the most common complaints
peoplo are afflicted
with is lame back. Apply Chamber-Iain'-

that hard working

s

liniment twice a day and masisa?e the parts thoroughly at each ap
plication, and you will get quick reuei.
Tor sale by all dealers.

Mr. W. S. Gansalus, a farmer living
siear Fleming, Pa., says he has used
Chamberlain's Colic. Cholera and Di
arrhoea Remedy in his family for four
teen years, and that he bos found it to
ana taKei
fca an exro lent remedy,
r,iiBiire In recommending It. For
mo by all dealers,

the suspicious circumstances surrounding his sudden departure for the
happy hunting ground recalls a story
they tell at Pawhuska on the chief.
The greatest honor an Osage can confer on a friend Is to trade names with
him.
"Sassy" Calf being of genial
nature, traded names with half the
male residents of Pawhuska. He did
most of his trading at the McLaugh-lln-Farrstore, where he always
greeted the senior partner with "How
Sassy Calf?" McLaughlin always replied, "Hello, Mac." One day Sassy

ar

it

Supplantlno Mr. Howells.
Prof. Brander Matthews, at a dinner
In New York, said of literary criti
'

"A good deal of it, too, is biased.
A good deal of It Is like Mr, Walton's.
"Mr. Walton's daughter, a college
gk?L. wrote, at the age of 18, a novel
wMth her father brought out for hei
at his own expense.
"During the Christmas holidays Mr,
Walton gave a party in his daughter's
honor, and at this party the young
girl read from an improvised platform
chapters out of her book.
"Her fond old father was carried
away by the reading. So tremendously Indeed did his admiration for his
daughter's talent enkindle him that,
as the girl read on, the old man could
he heard muttering over and over:
.'Howells he hanged! Howells be
'.
banged!"
,
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Five cents

per line each Insertion.
Estimate six ordinary words to a line. LAS VEGA COMMAN&CRY, NO. 2,
No ad to occupy less space than two
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR Rej-ula- r
lines. All advert! ments charged
conclave swtwi
will be booked at space actually set,
day in eaca moata at Mawithout regard to number of word
sonic Temple at 7:20 p. m. CD.
Cash In advance preferred.
ReBoucher, 8. C; Ciaa. Taurme.
corder.
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FOR CLASSIFIED
TISEMENTS

S

'

during the years
The latter fact is accounted for on
the supposition that the absorbing medium was for a time in front of the
star, but has since withdrawn

cism:

RATES

i

',

to Innes, who discusses
the subject in "Transvaal Observatory Circular No. S," the apparent ab
sence of stars ia this region is due
to the occurrence of some absorbing
medium. Interposed between us and
distant parts of the universe.
Stars in the neighborhood of the
dark region are enveloped in nebulas;
while Just on the border of It there Is
a star which has been observed to
fluctuate in magnitude between 11.0
and 12.2, and which, was invisible

from
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Far
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Miss Shumate is

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS

THE BEST GOOD3 OBTAI NABLli ALWAYS HANDLE")

An Expert Name Manufacturer.
At a dinner in New York William
Ray Gardiner, the advertising expert,
scored neatly oft an advertising fad
that has of late been rather overdone.
"A young couple," he began, "had
been blessed with the advent of a
little son, and the wife, at dinner one
evening, said:
'"What shall we name our darling,
Jim?'
"Jim wrinkled his brow and re
plied:
" 'Well, I submit Childa, Firstbornio,
Calf appropriated1 McLaughlin's office
chair and cocked his feet on the mer- Thebol, Allours, Sunne, Ourown, Our
chant's desk. McLaughlin entered and ownson '
said Jocularly: "Hello, Mae, I want to
"But at this point his wife shut him
Unseen Universe.
get $5 worth of bacon and charge It up. He could, of course, have kept on
In the vicinity of the star S. Cor to me." "Nuthln doln, SasBy Calf," Indefinitely. ,You see, he was one oi
once Australia
those advertisement writers who Ininnes ana worseu rejoined the chief without a smile.
vent new names, for breakfast foods,
have found a patch of sky 25 minutes
tinned soups and patent medicine's."
of arc in diameter where no star can
Honor of College Students.
refracting tele
be seen with a

Steai Heat

CAFE

OESTAEGANT.-.Afl-

LODDY

'

of the
women of Dahomey should be made
widely known wherever their more civ
ilized Bisters are to be found strug-eUna for their rights. Frederick Mar- tyn of the French foreign legion, who
fought in the recent Dahomey campaign, tells us emphatically that "the
female of the species is more' deadly
than the male." The Senegalese tirailleurs were attacked by the Amazons,
and Mr. Martyn says that "any one Inclined to sympathize with the Ama-con-s
on account, of their sex and to
look upon the combat between them
and our men as unequal, may take it
from me that their sympathy would be
misplaced. These young women were
far and away the best men in the
army, and woman' to man
were quite a match for any of us.
They fought like unchained demons,
and if driven Into a corner, did not
disdain to use their teeth and nails."
It may be an error of policy to make
these facts known, and thus to stimulate a militancy already vigorous
enough.

PLA2A HOTEL

IN COURT

THE OPTIC

TOE

a

Tribute to Amazons.
The magnificent example

Grand Ave

I'M

WANTED (Local or traveling salesmen making small towns to handle FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD
That childhood oaths are dearer to
our
new attractive pocket sideline.
10J Mets every Monday
her than that prescribed by the code WHY THE PLANETS COLLIDE
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on
Quick shipments, prompt commig
of Georgia, and carry more meaning
Souglaa avenue, at
than any set form used in criminal Gravity and Other Agencies Are at
sion, no collecting.
State territory 8 o'clock.
Ybdtlag member; are
courts, was shown by Miss McCall, a
Work In Bringing Stars
covered.. For particualrs address,
cordially weleaaia.
a. Oearlng,
pretty and attractive young woman
G. 'A. Johnson, 210 Sigel St., Chi- president; J. T. Bufcler, secretary;
Together.
who was called to the witness stand
C. H. Bally, treascrer.
cago, 111.
In the Fulton superior court.
j
There Is good reason to believe that
The prosecuting attorney was en the bodies in space both luminous
and dead occasionally fall together, WANTED Ten girls for "49" show. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERIC-Mee- t
deavoring to confuse her on
'
Apply at Carnival grounds.
and was endeavoring to Im and his conception of such an event
la the forest of brother!
press upon her the fact that she was given by Prof. A. W. BIckerton
love at Woodmen of the Won
in a late Royal Institution lecture. WANTED
could not possibly remember a seem
Incook.
Experienced
hall, on the second and fourth Fr
The collisions do not come at raningly unimportant Incident which hapquire 823 Sixth street,
day of each month at 8 p. m. C. Ci
dom. Gravity and other agencies are
pened on December 22, 1911.
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vir.
"Are you sure about tiat?" he at work, and before two suns collide
Ing neighbors are especially - we'
come
Into
each
influence
other's
they
at
her
smI$s
queried, gazing
sternly.
come and cordially Invited.
for hundreds of years, being drawn
"Yes, sir," she answered positively,
smiling and showing an attractive line towards each other with constantly in- FOR SALE FOR SALE Ten
large
of white teeth.
creasing speed. As the velocity would
work mares. Apply 620 Grand ave- J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 646,
"But will you swear to it?" he be proportionate to size, the collision
I. O. of B. B, Meets every , finn
nue.
would take place In the same
asked." "Remember an oath is a sols
Tuesday of the month in the vestry
of an hour for all
emn thing."
rooms of Temple Monteflore at 8
"Hold up my right hand and cross bodies. With the collision the two FOR SALE Traction engine wita
o'clock p. m, Tlai ting brothers are
disc plows, good as new. Inquire
my heart," she earnestly answered, stars become a new one, the tremen
dous speed is suddenly converted into
and then gazed around In mild aston-tneinvited
cordially
Isaac Appel
620 Grand avenue.
at the outburst of merriment heat, and the explosive force expands
. President;
Charles Greenclay, Secwhich rippled across the court room the new star at the rate of millions oi
retary.
WILL SELL, at a sacrifice, a horse,
carrying many back to their younger miles an hour. . This, Professor BIckof
buggy and harness. Inquire Mrs. L.
days, when "Cross my heart and hope erton believes, explains the origin
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNS't
to die" was the most solemn of all Nova Fersel, which suddenly flashed
P. Wright, 509 Sixth street
out in 1901 with 10,000 times the bril
NO. 804. Meets second and fomrt'
oaths. Atlanta Constitution.
liancy of our sun. This star became FOR SALE
Thursday in O. R, C hall Pione
Fine
horse:
span
mules;
the brightest in the heavens except
building. Visiting members are
cow; yearling heifer; two sets har
Indian Turned the Joke.
Sirlus, and was the most brilliant new
dlally Invied. Peter Emenaker, G
ness; saddle;
Moline wagon;
The death of Chief Saucy Calf of star that has appeared in 300 years.
K., Richard Devine, T. 8.
the Osages at Pawhuska, Okla., and
corn
John Deere

!

IIEHfJAN

DEAD

In France, as in some other countries, every citizen has an official history. Not as varied and interesting
as his real history, but still important. From this there follow at times
If a woman is
quaint consequences.
married, for example, a wife she remains officially though the husband
may be missing.
Consider the case of the painter
who went fishing on Anthle bay. He
has not since been seen. The body of
Dne man who went with him
was
washed aBhore lifeless.
You would
call this tolerably convincing proof
that his wife had been made a widow.
She thought so and in due time she
sought to have it recorded in her official history that she was a widow.
We are familiar with applications to
a court of Justice for leave to presume the death of persons who have
vanished. But the French Judge was
not to be so easily persuaded as our
courts. The wife was in her official
history a wife and there was no certificate to Justify her appellation being
changed to widow. Without a certificate or reasonable documentary evidence no man obviously ought to die.
There was a way round. The bereaved woman applied for a divorce on
the ground of desertion.
Since death
is beyond dispute the most complete
klhd of desertion, the court of Montreal decided that she could' not be
denied. So the widow is recognized as
an Independent woman and apparently
both the law and she are satisfied. But
you will observe that the official history must now record the wife of a
dead man as a divorcee, which does
not seem very creditable to official
'
history.

'

It

PAMTiua

OATH

FROM

Queer Requirements Mads In Frgncs
That Official Records May Ee
Completed.

Fa-

My Heart and Hope to Die,"
Causes Merriment In Atlanta
Hall of Justice.

is a matter of interest that many
American families have the cross as
LAWN MOWERS SHARPENED
the basic emblem of their escutcheons.
Leek and, Gunsmith Bicycle and
Among them are at least five of the
GeLeral RepairuisO
presidents. The Garfield shield has a
cross in the dexter canton, and
520-6t- h
E. Las Vegas blue
Street
the family motto la, "In the cross I
conquer." The Tyler shield had on it
a bar, two crescenta and a cross form.
The shield of the Adams family was
Automobile,' Carriage &
adorned by a large cruciform device.

429

SULEIMAN

"Cross

....

0.

OF

n

IN-H-

N,

SVCr.3

don Antique Shop.

basic or fundamental
ure twenty-seveeavy
crosses.
DEALER
The Greek cross has all four arms
Hardware and
of equal length, while the Latin cross
has the earth end longer than the othWsron Material
er three arms. The Calvary or Christ
Cross rests upon three steps or degrees. The Patriarch cross is recogThe
nized by its double crossbar.
cross Is an X, In token
PETER P. MACKEL ofSt. Andrew's
the form of cross on which that
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
saint suffered martyrdom by having
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging his hands and feet bound to Its four
and Glazing.
arms. The St. Anthony cross Is
Estimates Cheerfully Given.
shaped like a T, and has Its name
Old Town from the cross that St. Anthony, abRf est Side Plaza
bot, wore upon his cloak, though the
origin of his cross seems to be Egypt-Ian- .

sian

CiVCHCED

USE CF CROSS IN HERALDRY

SATURDAY, AUGUST, 24, 1912.

Abuses of liberty, as well as nearly
can
all other college delinquencies,
be largely prevented by a consistent
appeal to the undergraduate's sense
of honor, according to Clayton Sedgwick Cooper, writing In The Century
on "The American
Undergraduate."
"Recently," adds Mr. Cooper, 'I asked
the president of a North, Carolina college what he regarded as the chief
characteristic of American students.
He replied promptly, 'College honor.'
At Princeton, at the University of
Virginia, at Amherst and at many other Institutions the honor system in
examinations, arranged and managed
by students, represents the deliberate
Intention of the undergraduates to do
the square thing. These laws, Which
the students voluntarily impose upon
themselves, are enforced more vigor
ously than the rules of the faculty.
Proposed New Word.

planter; walking
cultivator and homestead relin
quishment. 1017 Seventh street.

But a few score words in the Eng
lish language begin with the letter
"x." The suggestion that a new word,
"xeralexis," be admitted to their Ber
ried ranks is therefore an undertaking
of some temerity.. Dr. H. F. Roberts
proposes it in Science, to replace "the
com
clumsy and rather
" The sec.'
pound,
. His Sacrifice.
ond half of the new word is from the
Greek "alexesis ," which implies a keep
"I suppose, like all government offi
ing off or resistance, and Is related to cials, said the man who sneers, "you
the latter part of the Greek derivative, are making personal sacrifices In order to serve your country."
"prophylaxis."
"Yes," replied the vlllasre costmas- "it's pretty hard to have to keep
ter;
A Warning.
addresses when I'd rather 'os
reading
"That man has a screw loose."
looking at the pictures on the
mend
can
think
do
you
you
"Well,
.!
matters by making him tight?"
'drought-resistance-

post-sards.-

Protect your eatable this hot weath-

er by having plenty of our Ice in your
refrigerator. Our Ice is Pure in quality and Reasonable in price. All dellv- -'
ies are made promptly and in a proper manner. Remember, In ordering
Ice, to order from
THE CRYSTAL ICE
Phone Main 227

CO.

I. O. O.

F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening a!
their ha'l on Sixth street An visit
ing brethren cordially Invited to at
tend. 3 . D. Fridoastlne, N. G.;
Frank Fries, V. G.; T. M. El wood
1.

FOR SALE Several eood Jersey
milk cows, fresh and coming fresh.
Ackerman Dairy.
FOR SALE Twin cylinder motorcy
cle. Very little used. $125. Agua

"I was cured of diarrhoea by one
dose of Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera
and Diarrhoea Remedy," writes M. E.
Gebhardt, Oriole, Pa. There is nothing better. For sale by all dealers.

Secretary: Karl Werts, 'Treasurer;
V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.

C

A. S.

Jones, of the Lee Pharmacy,

Chteo, Cal., who has handled Foley &
Co's medicines for many years, says:
F. O. E. Meets first and third Tnes "I
consider that Foley's Honey and
day evenings each month, at Wood Tar Compound has no equal, and Is the
man hall. Visiting Brothers cot one cough medicine I can recommend
dlally invited to attend. A. U as containing no narcotics or other
WILL rent my six room furnished
harmful
genuine la
Adler,
President; E. C. Ward, See a yellow properties."O. The
stone house by September 1. No
G. Schaefer and
package.
rotary.
Red Cross Drug Store.
tuberculosis. Apply 1013 Eleventh

Pura

Co.

Street.

RETAIL PKICES

FOR RENT My twelve room furnish
ed residence. Apply 803 Jackson,

Starving Out Troublesome Pigeons.
and
City hall pigeons are once more un- FOR RENT Furnished rooms
two conneniug rooms fo
der the ban in Philadelphia, and Dilight
rector Porter is the man who is trying
housekeeping. Call 619 Twelfth SL
to get rid of them.
Instead of atPhone Main 151
tempting to do this, as Mayor Reyburn
and Director Clay did, by putting up
wire screen at the entrance and turn- FOR RENT Two room furnished
house, 921 Lincoln avenue.
ing the hose upon the pigeon roosts,
the director proposes to try the starvation plan upon the flocks.
He has issued orders to the city hall
Fili&ceiMnsmus'
guards to stop all persons from feeding' the birds in the courtyard and MARRY
Interesting
particulars
on the northeast plaza and to arrest
(free). Thousands rich, all ages,
those who persist in throwing corn,
tired living alone. Mrs. Hyde, 2070-peanuts, cakes and bread to them.
Mission St., San Francisco.
Woman Bootblack.
London Is to have its first woman
bootblacK
A woman has Just completed arrangements to set p a hootblacking stand at one of the busiest
corners in the West End. She believes herself to be the pioneer woman
bootblack In England and declares
that the men in the business need not
fear her competition, since she Intends to devote herself exclusively to
polishing the footwear of women and
children.

V

The "Progressive" Party
Is the individual, man or woman, who
uses Foley Kidney Pills for backache,
rheumatism, weak hack, and other kidney and bladder irregularities. Foley
Kidney Pills are healing, strengthening, tonic, and quick to produce beneficial results. Contain no harmful
drugs. Never sold In bulk. Put up in
two sizes In sealed bottles. The genuine in a yellow package. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Store.
D. C. Bybee. teaming contractor living at 669 Keeling Court, Canton, lilts now well rid of a severe and annoying case of kidney trouble. His' back
pained and he was bothered with headaches and dizzy spells. "I took Foley
Kidney Pills Just as directed and In a
few days I felt much better. My life
and strength semeed to come back,
and I Bleep well. I am now all over
my trouble and glad to recommend Foley KUney Pills." Try them. O. G.
Schaefer and Rod Cross Drug Etore.
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AGUA PURA COMPANY
,

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.
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Are Best
Market Finders

Classified ads. search out thejpeople to whom
atnouf al
of those who MIGHT BUY-- the
particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell isJWORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.

Others, who read and answer ads, in this newspaper wan:
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
ort, and musical instruments.
As th classified ads. are read by all
possible bayeri, of a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of th

best markets!

.
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Is What Sugar Advanced

Try

ft

FAMOUS MUSICAL ORGANIZATION
WILL GIVE At

aram of Old Taylor bourtvon

at the Opera

TODAY

We look for a further Advance
OUR PRICES

Br.

15 lbs Beet Sugar for $1.00
14 lbs Cane Sugar for 1,00

A full

line of furnishings for the
Elks' dedication, also Bostonian full
dress shoes, at Talchert's, Douglas
Persons

Yill bold good for today, and Honday

to consult

desiring

school matters Dr. Prank H.
erta, president of the New
Normal University, can find
his office In the1 Normal
Monday morning.

on
H. Rob
Mexico

him

In

building

Jjutheran services will be held Sun
day evening In the Sunday school
room of the Presbyterian church at
8 o'clock.
Hereafter these services
will be conducted In English. Rev.
P. Kretzschmar of Optimo, N .M., pas
tor. Everybody cordially welcome.

THE CASH GKOCEK

The parents and friends of the puthe public schools are Invited
to attend a meeting to be held to
night in the North school building on
the West side. County Superintendent M. P. Des Marais has made ar
rangements to have addresses by a
number of leading educators; among
whom are Alvan N. White, state su
perintendent of public instruction.
pils of

L

J

jJ

L3 liu

OF

New CandieB
et us aliou

what

You

STEARNS

H0

i
We

have on hand a complete stock of

SKIENC:C?4Y1KC3V

E SCREENINS

SCREENS AND

At The Most ReasonabJe Prices
Get our quotations before buying
'

lad- wb&mg

uirjcsn go.
Old Town

Phone Main 150

For Monday and Tuesday of next
week, we place on sale some extra
values in new up to date rugs.

if)

'ITCfiFsIlT NUT

iuuauul

0!

LUMP
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

READS THE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

Sul.'sJ

It is only ONE of the many
models.

19.05

Grade,

enjoying such a delightful concert at 1912
patterns.
the modest price of 15 and 25 cents
All of our new fall 1912 rugs are
including the pictures.
Messrs, . Duncan
and Browne de- now in.
serve commendation for bringing before the public such famous performers at such popular prices.
Prof. Bistolfl, the leader of the or
chestra, enjoys the personal acquaintance of many prominent Las Vegans
who have known him and his work
for years, and who all expect a rare
musical treat tonight A concert will
a.
y, m.
be given also- tomorrow nlsht at the
same price of admission.
The orchestra has just completed
CI10ISII0P TO VISIT
engagements in Santa Fe and Albu
querque where it iplayea to large

THE

crowds.

THE EAST SIDE

Finch's Golden Wedding Rye. aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to you. At the Lobby, of course.

LARGE

MILITIA TO CAMP.
Company H, First regiment, New
Mexico National Guards, will go into
cam-on the rifle range four miles
north of here Monday morning for a
three days' encampment. This time
will be spent on the, range at target
practice. This encampment is pur
suant to the orders issued by the ad
jutant general that aH companies in

'
Clothing in j j

r

We have added to

High Grade Makes "The L.

.....

x

ax

Sys-

tem Clothing" recognized as the
t
Leading Suit for the
who wants THE

Young-Ma-

RIGHT THING.

'

CflEEnOERGER

PAD

NUMBER OF COMMUNI-CANTWILL RECEIVE CONFIRMATION TOMORROW.

?-

For the purpose of administering
the sacrament of confirmation the
Right Rev. Archbishop 3. B. Pitaval
of Santa Fe will visit tomorrow' the
Immaculate Conception pariah. At
the 7 o'clock mass the archbishop will
confirm the candidates from among
the Spanish speaking members of the
parish. At the 10 o'clock mass he
will confirm the English
speakln
candidates.
The archbishop
will
preach at both services. It was nec
essary to make a division of the can
didates and hold two confirmation
services' on account of the fact that
the church building is too small to
accommodate all the candidates and
their friends at one time. Rev. Father Adrian Rabeyrolle, pastor of the
church, announced this morning that
the expected a large number of persons to be confirmed. The public is
invited to attend the services

The members of the Catholic Ladies' Bazaar association were hostess
es at a dance given Tuesday night In
the Fraternal Brotherhood hall. A
large crowd was In attendance at the
affair, which was one of the Jolllest
the regiment at some time during
bailes of the summer.
the summer should spend three days
in rifle practlcev
A SECOND JEOPARDY.
Some of the members of the comNyackk, N, Y., Aug. 24. A novel
point of law has been raised here by pany will pitch supply tents tomorrow,
e
Benjamin Bryant, a
lawyer, bo that but little time will be lost
who was arraigned before Justice Monday morning in making camp.
Levison charged with drunkenness. The militiamen will carry regular
He had been before the same court equipment and will camp in the reguon Thursday on the same charge and lation dog tent. They will leave the
released.
Armory at 7 o'clock' Monday morning
"You are charged with being on a epecial car, which will take them
drunk," said the magistrate when to within a mile of the Tange. Camp
Bryant appeared the second time, discipline will be maintained during
the three days and the boys will
"what have you to say?"
"Your honor," answered Bryant, spend from 6 o'clockIn hf morning
"this Is the same Jag and the consti io o o ciock. at mgnt on me range.
White Kitchen. Hot waffles and
tution says that no man can be
Between 30 and 40, members of the maple syrup every morning.
placed in Jeopardy twice for the s.ame company will go on the encampment.
offense."
Captain Morrison will have charge
"The point Is well taken," Bald the of the camp. Lieutenants Hay ward INVESTIGATING ROGERS' DEATH
Washington. Aug. 24. The resolu-to- n
Judge. "You are discharged."
and Robbins will not be In the camp,
by Representative Norris of Nebbeing forced to devote their time to
raska, republican, calling on the state
SPECIAL RATES AT HARVEY'S
their regular business.
department to report the facts surFor parties remaining one month or
rounding the killing of James Wood
through the season. Address Harvey's
WARDS DEFEAT LYONS.
in the African Jungles, was
Rogers
Ranch, city, or call at Cutler Bros.' of
Two out of three of the games in
adopted today by the house. The
fice 614 Lincoln avenue.
the bowling tournament ; held last
department has an Investigation unnight on the alleys in the Elks' club der way.
house between the Ward quintette
and the Lyon team were won by the
"II We Do Mt's Right"
APPROPRIATION BILL SIGNED
Ward aggregation.
The first game
24. President
Washington,
Aug.
going to the Lyon team by a score
Taft today signed the sundry civil apof 621 to 583, and the second and
bill finally agredd. upon
third games to the Ward team Dy propriation
without provision for the- tariff board.
scores of 658 to 608 and 561 to 533. In
It carries appropriations of approxithe scores of the series the Ward
team bested its opponents by 40 mately $112,000,000.
and returned to your home in
points, its score being 1,802, and ihe
Lyon team score, 1,762.
The high
the "it is new" appearance
score of the event was made by Joe
you would expect had it just
Ament, a member of the winning
FRESH EVERY DAY
arrived from your dressteam, who rolled 174. Second honors
of
won
the
were1
evening,
by Lyon
makers.
with a score of 163. The high score
of the series also was made by Mr.
Our expert, girl ironers have
GOODS
Ament, and the second highest by
the facility, gained by long
Lyon. Ament rolled 444 in the series
and Lyon 391.
experience, of bringing back
The individual scores for the series
the original beauty. And our
Bssf in Ths City
of three games is as follows: Lyon's
work
team
are
this
for
Lyon' 391, Martin 366, Lujan
charges
325, Southard 379, SmlthSOl. Ward's
very reasonable.
team Ward 373, Dennis 361,
,
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The famous Blstolfi's Italian orUK For Smith's Seamless
chestra, which the music lovers of
If!
vet 8x12 russ Wular Be"- Las Vegas heard with great delight
$24.50.
on a former occasion two year ago, lng price
Will give an hour concert tonight at
For the new 9x12 Hodges
the Browne theater following the
Fibre and Wool
Rugs.
moving, picture.
It la seldom that music lovers anyFor the new 9x12 Body
where are given the, opportunity of
n
Brussels $25.50 Rugs,
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White kitchen, not waffles and
maple syrup every morning.
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See Van Petten for insurance
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You've noticed how the looks of some rooms invite you on
sweltering day.

:,

-

Make the color scheme of at least one room- in your house
in cool colors for summer. Tans, greens, browns and blues all
are effective.
Some especially beautiful draperies that will effect a real
transformation in any room are now shown in our drapery de-

partment.
For a small sum you can make your home so inviting that
every day will seem like a vacation.
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ONLY HIGHEST GRADES OF FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES ARE PACKED.
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The secret of serving rea!v Good Tea and
ue
Coffee is
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CHASE AND SANEQSNS
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Infinite pains have been taken from Plantation to package to save all the Original, Delicate Flavor
. .
12
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Las Vegas Steani
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cilia

This is the natural time to sow it.
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ONION.Si .SON

EEDSMEN
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FLORISTS
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ClnnamoD'- RoDs- OVERLAND

We are glad to be Jablef to offer this at a reduction from
'
last years'price.'

Sow itjnow.

SELLING AGENT-
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These two teams will be matched
again in the near future, as they will
play for two oest out of . three sories,
the- winning team to roll with tne
Kelly aggregation, which defeated the
Barnes team In two tournaments re

33c per lb. or 3 Ids. for $1X0
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"The Sto:e of Satisfaction"
P. S. Next Door to POST OFFICE
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or call and we will have our demonstrator
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